Data Sheet 2010

In 2010, the Interfaith Encounter oversaw 165 encounters and events. Our group roster also boasted thirty five groups in that year. It is estimated that over four thousand people participated in these events or meetings. To see our year-to-year growth, please refer to the graphs at the bottom of the page.

Groups listed from north to south (w/ # of 2010 encounters):
- Acre*
- Karmiel-Majd el-Krum (16)
- M’ghar – Sawa Rabina*
- M’ghar – Shibolot*
- M’ghar – Bridging*
- M’ghar – Lana*
- M’ghar – Green Light*
- Galilee Women’s Interfaith Encounter (WIE) (12)
- Haifa WIE (8)
- Haifa University Youth Interfaith Encounter (YIE)*
- Carmel City*
- Wadi Ara WIE*
- Living Together in Wadi Ara*
- Netania-Qalansawa*
- Tel Aviv University YIE*
- Petach Tikva – Kfar Kasem*
- Tel Aviv-Jaffa*
- A/Nahnu – Mt. Scopus YIE (3)
- Abu Dis And Maaleh Adumim (9)
- Prayer focused** (6)
- IEA Reut-Sadaqa (10)
- Study and Dialogue*
- Jerusalem WIE (6)
- Jerusalem YIE (9)
- Jewish-Christian study of the Gospel of Mathew*
- Ein Karem – Health Equality for all People in Israel (11)
- Jerusalem Arabic Speaking group (2)
- The Future – Mothers and Daughters (6)
- Hebrew U.-Bethlehem U. YIE** (10)
- Gush Etzion (6)
- Circle of Light and Hope (7)
- Jerusalem-Hebron Religious Leaders** (2)
- Jerusalem-Hebron YIE** (11)
- Jerusalem-Yata YIE (5)
- Eilat (8)

Below are charts that reflect growth in IEA from year-to-year:
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